EPS Gregorian Reflections ‘practical’ workshop

Richard Gregory was a great advocate of hands-on, eyes-on, brains-on experience, be it to illustrate points in his lectures or to teach science in psychology practicals or in hand-on science centres. How he did this will be described during the day.

The plan for the EPS workshop is to produce a user friendly resource of practicals for teachers and learners of experimental psychology.

These practicals simply have to comply with the specification that Richard would have liked them, and after the workshop they will be made easily available from his website.

We seek help from the psychology community for suggestions for practicals in three categories:

1. Richard’s own student practicals from his Cambridge days.
2. Practicals relating to Richard’s own published papers
3. Practicals relating to other interesting experimental psychology topics.

We invite you to submit a description of a practical (that you think Richard would have liked) on one side of A4 paper to be displayed and possibly demonstrated at the Gregorian Reflections meeting.

These will then be modified as necessary and made available from Richard’s website in a format that are easily accessible and usable for teaching and learning after the meeting.

Please submit ideas for demonstrations, and practicals to gregorian-reflections@bristol.ac.uk.

Deadline is 30th June.

There will be time for discussion in the evening reception. After the event we will run a virtual workshop to decide on the final practicals that will appear on Richard Gregory’s website.

This workshop is sponsored by the EPS, with up to 30 fully subsidised places at the event for EPS members

Please apply for EPS sponsorship to gregorian-reflections@bristol.ac.uk.

All are welcome to the meeting please register at The Royal Institution: http://www.rigb.org/contentControl?action=displayEvent&id=1123

All day meeting is £55 to include tea, coffee, lunch and evening reception.